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Active Green is the product of Active line by RicreArea that allows control over the 
activities which take place in Golf & Country Clubs completely in stand-alone, with no 
need to wire up the whole structure. This is possible because within the Active circuit the 
information about authorizations and credit travel on supports assigned to users instead 
than on the line. For these reasons the Active system is particularly suitable for the 
following applications:

Access Control, by regulating the entrances of cars to the parking lot and users to the 
various structure areas, while also allowing to set restricted areas and provide an expira-
tion date for the permissions of every single user.

Hairdryer and Shower Control, where Active Swim is able to perform the functions of an 
electronic microchip token machine, and thanks to its intuitive Start&Stop system, it also 
allows to obtain a signi�cant water saving. In addition, the Active system can integrate 
solar panels as well, adding the energy saving to the water saving.

Electricity Distribution. The Active Green system can integrate the device “In-Presa” by 
Generale Sistemi, that allows the distribution of electricity through Tag reading. This 
system allows a lot more than just caddie recharge, integrating the diagnostics of battery 
status to a debit system for vehicle rental addressed to users, all highly customizable.

Lockers. The system is compatible with most of the locks, which use as key for opening the 
bracelets assigned to the users within the Active circuit, solving the problem of storage 
inside the locker rooms.

Gain access to any service, 
simply by bringing the bracelet 
close to the reader. A single 
gesture to give your users an 
experience of complete relax.
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